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CAUSE DESCRIPTIO!l - (continued)

connectors normally used for copper conductors,' and because of the different
properties of aluminum and copper, loose connections developed. The loose

,

connections were a source of high resistance which caused arcing, heating
in the cables and so.Te burning of insulation.

The affected cab!cs were repaired by cutting off several feet of the aluminem
conductors and splicine on, using tinted compressien fittings, properly
sized copper cond_etors. The conductors were recennected to the copper
busses using proper terminal connectors. It .ls planned to replace the
aluminua cables with copper cables. All systems which utilire aluminun
cable will be inspected for proper application of terminal connectors and the
preventive maintenance program will Insure that connection tightness is checked
on a routine basis,

l'AILUhE DATA

Aluminum Cable, 1/C
600 mci;
600-v
GE Vulkene S1-58063
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OYSTER CREEK NUCLEAR CENERATING STATION,

Forked River, New Jersey 08731

Licensec Evtnt Report .

Reportable Occurrence No. 50-219/77-12-3L

, Report Date

June 24, 1977

Occurrence Date

May 27, 1977

ldentificatien of Occurrence

Violation of the Technical Specifications, paragrap'i 3.5.B.2, occurred when
Standby Gas Treatneat Systet. 42 was inoperable due to de-energization of
Unit Substation (US) lE2. This event is considered to be a 30-day reportable
occurrence as defined in the Technical Specifications, paragraph 6.9.C.2.

Conditions Prior to Occurrence

The reacter was shut doan for refueling and maintenance. All fuel was
removed from the reactor vessel.

Descriptien of Occurrence

At 0007 on Friday, May 27, 1977, smoke was found eminating fron US 1A2,*

\ where the cable bus between US 1 A2 and US 182 connects with tic breaker
US2T. At the tis..e of the occurrence, startup transformer SA (Bank 5) was
tagged out for maintenance, 4160-V busses IA and IC were tagged out for
replacement of the cable between Bus IC and Diesel Generator #1, and US IA2
was being fed by US 182 through the tie breaker US 2T. The fire was ex-
tinguished at 0010 and all possible loads were removed from US l A2 in order
to reduce the amount of heat being generated by the wires. The Reactor
Protection Systcm #1 MG set was also removed by supplying the PS-1, 25 KVA
transforner f rom VMCC IB2 and transferring Reactor Protection System il to
the transformer. k' hen the Reactor Protection System was transferred, a
reactor scram was received by virtue of the fact that a nomentary loss of
power occurred. Also as a result of the Reactor Protection System power
failure, APRM's 1 and 4 failed upscale. At 0200, preparations were made
to supply US lA2 from its nornal power feed by clearing the necessary outages
on equipment and, subsequently, at 0235, nornal power feed was established
through Bank 5, 4160-V busses lA and IC and brea(er IA2P. Breaker US 2T was
opened. Necessary loads on US 1B2 were transferred or equipment changed
over to US lA2 and Standby Gas Treatment Systen #1 was put into service.
At 0550, breaker IB2M was opened to de-energize US IB2 for the purpose of
removing cables from US 182 which were in a condition approaching those on
US lA2. US IB2 was de-energized and Star.dby Cas Treatment System #2 was
inoperabic until 0600 when US IE2 was re-energized via breaker IB2M.
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Apparent Cause of Occurrence *

The cause of the occurrence can be attributed to loose connections found
between the terminal connectors and the aluminum conductors of the cabic
bus which Joins the copper busses in US lA2 and 162. Investigation revealed
that the terminal connectors used ucre not what was specified for instclintion.
Instead, a connector normally used for copper cabic had been used which,
because of the different properties of aluninum cad copper, caused loose
connections to develop. These loote connections ware the source of high
resistance which propogated the intense heat burning the Insulation.

Analysis of Occurrence

Standoy Gas Treatmant System is used to process the Reactor Building atmosphere
should conditions be present which require its functioninc and exhaust it
through the plant stack. Since the othcr systcm, Stendby Gas Treatmcr.t
System #1, was in cperation at the time US 1B2 was taken out of service, the
safety significance of the event is a loss of redundancy in the Standby Ces
Treatr.ent System.

Corrective Action _

Immcdicte corrcetive action was to disconnect the af fected cabics and to cut
a short section off of the aluminum conductors. Using a tinted compressica
fitting, each conductor was restored to its original length by splicing ons

\asectionofcopperconductor. The conductors were reconnected to the bus
' extensions using proper terminal connectors. Further corrective action will

be to replace the aluminum cables with properly sized copper cables. In
addition, all systems which utilize aluminum cable will be inspected for
proper application of terminal connectors and the preventive maintenance
program will insure connection tightness is checked on a routine basis.

| Failure Data

Cable used: Aluminum Cabic, 1/C
,

| 600 MCM
600-V'

GE Vulkene SI-58063
I
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' l
Apparent Cause of Occurrence

The cause of the occurrence can be attributed to loose connections found
between the terminal connectors and the aluminum conductors of the cabic
bus which joins the copper busses in US IA2 and Ib2. Investigation revealed
that the terminal connectors used were not what was specified for instctlatten.
Instead, a connector norr. ally used for copper cable had been used which, '

becauce of the different properties of aluminum cad ccpper, caused loose
connections to develop. These Icose connections w:re the source of higS
resistence which propogated the intense heat burning the insulation.

Analysis of Occurrence

Standby Gas Treatmant System is used to process the Reactor Building ateosphsrc
should conditions be present which require its functioning and exhsust it
through the plant stack. Since the othcr systcm. Standby Cas Treatmsnt
System #1, was in operation at the time US 102 was taken out of service, the
safety sigrificance of the event is a loss of redundancy in the Standby Gas
Treateent System.

Correctivc Action

immedicte corrcetive action was to disconnect the affected cables and to cut
a short section off of the aluminum conductors. Using a tinted compression
fitting, cach conductor was restored to its original length by spilcing ons

The conductors were reconnected to the bus\asectionofcopperconductor.extensions using proper terminal connectors. Further corrective action will
be to replace the aluminum cables with properly sized copper cables. In
addition, all systems which utilize aluminum cable will be inspected for
proper appIIcation of terminal connectors and the preventive maintenance
program will insure connection tightness is checked on a routine basis.

Failure Data'

Cable used: Aluminum Cable, 1/C
600 MCM

! 600-V
I GE Vulkene SI-58063
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